NetSuite for the
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Multi Line
Edit Tool

Overview
Multi Line Edit Tool provides dealers the ability to filter and update column values on Transactions
in Mass including modification of Pricing fields. The Tool saves users the need to export their SIF
File that may require modifications and re-upload, helping to optimize tremendous amount of
operation efforts.

Key Features
Complex Filtering Capabilities
Include Criteria to Filter Down to
specific Transaction Lines
Mass Update Values on Transaction Lines
Pricing Calculator
Allows Update to Sell and Cost Fields
through identification of Target GP or
Discount Values
Supports Multiple Transaction Types
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Multi Line Edit Tool

Filtering & Mass Updating

It is now possible to update the lengthy transaction

Complex filtering capabilities allowing users

when having enormous Item Lines with Multi Line

to stack criteria, helping in specific transaction

Edit

filtering for editing.

Tool.

The

detailed

criteria

feature

allows

dealers to sort and filter the relevant lines on their
transactions and update the required ones only;

Pop-up Filtering Window for criteria Insert.

making it possible to modify complex and heavy
transactions. You can now stay within the system

Column Select and Filter.

for your modifications without the need to export
your transactions and work externally, ensuring data

Target Gross Profit and Discount Values Filter.

integrity, data security and better compliance.

Multi Line Edit Tool in Action
HCL has 120 Line Items on their quotes which

With Multi Line Edit Tool, HCL was able to modify

require modification for those labeled AC2341. HCL

the Line Items on the Quote directly into CFI Suite

employees would normally have to export the File,

by inserting the criteria to filter down AC2341 within

modify it offline and re-upload into their business

seconds and mass update those relevant ones.

system. This process can easily consume 1-2 hours of

HCL has just saved at least 1 hour in modifying a

administrative efforts.

single quote, ensuring operations efficiency and
effectiveness. With an average of 20 quotes daily,
HCL has optimized a combined 20 hours.

HCL has saved 400+ hours per month with our
Multi Line Edit Tool in easing their filtering and mass
modification on Transactions.
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